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“THE 9 CASH FLOW PILLARS OF
SUCCESSFUL SERVICE BUSINESSES ...”
Critical Knowledge For Any Service Business Owner

The nine Cash Flow Pillars contained in this report are based on real
life experiences from Finance Directors who have served ‘in the
trenches’ and delivered major cash flow improvements. The information
here will accelerate the growth of your business, and mean you sell it
for more.
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WELCOME
First, let me congratulate you on grasping the critical importance of
cash flow to the success of your business. You can rest assured, you’ve
come to the right place to find out all you need to know!
For most service business owners, trying to build a business that's
starved of cash, is not easy or fun. In fact it's a thankless task. So it's
easy to shy away from the finances and just hope your sales projections
work out.
I'm Trevor Wilson, Chief Executive of The FD Group, a leading provider
of Finance Directors and CFO’s to small and medium sized businesses
in the UK since 2005.
As a Chartered Accountant of nearly 30 years standing, and a Finance
Director, I've helped many service business owners build their
businesses by using a cash flow business model that works.
Whatever type of business you run, one thing is certain - you need to
consistently have positive cash flow if you want your business to
survive, never mind thrive.
So how do you solve your cash flow problems in order to get back to
what you do best - building your business?
Simple….
You need to have some solid financial know-how, and a workable plan
(not just random fire fighting tactics) that is proven to increase cash
flow to get your business through the next week, month or year.
That’s what this special report and the 9
Cash Flow Pillars are all about. I’ve kept
it as short and to the point as possible, so
you’ll be able to quickly identify areas
where you could make an immediate
impact on your cash flow.
So without further ado, let’s start with
the first pillar…

Trevor Wilson
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PILLAR #1 – PREDICTING CASH FLOW
The one thing that stops a business in its tracks is running out of cash.
So getting a handle on this right at the start is a must.
Predicting cash flow – through preparing a cash flow projection – is the
number one control mechanism to managing cash in any business. As a
business owner, you need to make this a key priority.
It’s absolutely fundamental to providing visibility over where business
cash is coming in from (INCOME or INFLOWS) and what payment
commitments are on the horizon (EXPENDITURE or OUTFLOWS).
Knowing your future cash movements means no surprises. In fact the
very exercise of predicting cash flow makes cash flow predictable.
On the one hand, you can identify future problems and possible cash
shortfalls, at a point when you still have time to do something about it.
On the other, knowing how much free cash you will have allows you to
take advantage of any business opportunities that come your way.
Don’t Just Rely On Your Profit & Loss Account......
Most business owners measure the success or otherwise of their
business through the Profit & Loss account. But this is the first BIG
MISTAKE!
What’s the point in making a profit if it doesn’t translate into available
cash?
Even if Profit & Loss Account information is accurate (and believe me,
this is a big IF), many business owners don’t understand how a profit on
paper can translate to a reducing cash balance or increasing overdraft
at the bank.
The answer lies in the other half of the business accounting equation,
the Balance Sheet. But here’s the rub. Non accountants don’t really
know what a Balance Sheet is and how it impacts on cash.
Here’s how it works......
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Cash Flow In Your Balance Sheet
Cash spent buying fixed assets, such as a car or a computer, does not
show up in the Profit & Loss Account. Nor do repayments of loans, stock
purchases and other movements in working capital (see Pillar #2), This
is because these categories of expenditure are all Balance Sheet items.
But it will adversely impact your bank account!!
The importance of the cash flow projection to a business lies in the fact
that the projection incorporates cash movements from BOTH Profit &
Loss performance AND changes in the Balance Sheet. It therefore
provides a complete picture, which is not seen when looking at either
the Profit & Loss or Balance Sheet in isolation.
How’s The Bank Balance Looking Today?
The second BIG MISTAKE is to run your business simply by checking
on the balance each morning in your bank account, then putting a tick
in the “Done that” box. The two problems with this approach are:
1. What’s here today isn’t necessarily there tomorrow
When you’re busy, it’s all too easy to forget the larger periodic
payments soon to leave your bank account. Maybe it’s amounts
due to major suppliers, next quarter’s rent, the monthly payroll,
or VAT and corporation tax. The result is you may make new
spending commitments based on a false premise.
2. What you don’t focus on normally doesn’t happen
If you aren’t on top of cash going out over the next few days or
weeks, you won’t be focused on the cash you need to collect from
customers or other sources to cover these.
The Cash Flow Projection
When your business is leaking cash, or your business is operating
dangerously close to the permitted banking facilities, it’s critical that
you seize control. And the first step to doing this is putting together a
cash flow projection.
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Proactively managing your cash lets you smooth out the daily peaks and
troughs in your business bank balance. As a result, the troughs will be
less severe, meaning you will have more cash in your bank account at
the low points in your business cash cycle.
This cash flow projection exercise results in a number of other benefits:
 It brings visibility over current and future business cash flows.
 It focuses your attention on the timing of major cash inflows and
outflows – so you can now influence and work on their timing.
 It will identify any shortfalls in funding and support your
business case if additional funds need to be requested from a
lender.
 It will generate and promote confidence in third parties.
There’s nothing worse than dreading the telephone ringing, knowing
that it’s almost certainly a supplier demanding payment of an overdue
balance. Not having the cash and having to invent reasons for non
payment is hugely depressing, simply saps your energy, and takes up
valuable time.
Having a projected cash flow enables you to work out when you can
make the payment. Knowing this, you can make promises to your
suppliers with a high degree of certainty that these will be met. And
provided you keep your promises, suppliers will trust you more and play
along.
So Where Do I Start In Preparing A Cash Flow Projection?
First decide what time period unit and the total time duration your cash
projection will cover. Choose one of the following:
Unit of time

Total Duration

Day

30 - 60 days (Month)

Week

13 weeks (Quarter)

Month

12 months (Year)

Which one you pick will depend on a number of factors including the
extent to which cash is a problem, who is the intended user of the
information (internal or external), the complexity required and the
opportunities for using surplus cash.
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If your business has cash problems, it’s essential that you micro
manage your cash in the short term, at least until the problems have
eased. In these circumstances, choose the daily cash flow over 30 – 60
days.
Remember, having cash available to pay creditors as they fall due is
more important than profitability when the chips are down.
Whichever period you choose, start with an empty spreadsheet. Set out
the units of time across the top. On the left side of spreadsheet, list the
different sources of cash into the business (INCOME) followed by the
different outlays of cash (EXPENDITURE).
Have separate totals each day/week/month for both the income and the
expenditure. Subtract the latter from the former and you have the
projected net inflow or outflow of funds for that period.
On the next line, enter the opening bank balance at the start of the
period. Adding this balance to the projected net inflow or outflow and
you arrive at a projected closing bank balance. This then represents
your opening bank balance for the next time unit period.
The more detailed your workings, the more accurate your cash
flow projection will be. For instance, rather than having one line for
customer receipts and one line for supplier payments, list each of your
major customers and all your main suppliers so you know exactly who
should be sending you money, and whom you need to pay.
Doing this is essential where cash is tight and you have to pick which
payments you make. You see, managing cash is like juggling balls in the
air. As soon as you turn your eyes away, you lose control.
So having an accurate cash flow statement and the right set of financial
eyes to go through it is the starting point on your cash flow
improvement journey.
If you haven’t got this pillar in your business, you absolutely need to put
it in right now.
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PILLAR #2 – MANAGING WORKING
CAPITAL
How a business manages its working capital is the most
important determinant of whether a business generates or
absorbs cash in carrying out its day to day activities.
I’m forever saying to business owners: “All the cash you’ll ever need is
already in your business; you just have to know where to find it.” And
the very first place I look for quick cash wins is by finding out how a
business controls its working capital.
What is working capital?
In simple terms, working capital is the money you need to run your
business once the infrastructure’s all been set up. It’s the cash needed to
fund the operation of the business through the complete sales cycle until
you receive settlement from your customer.
Lack of understanding and control in this area is the single biggest
contributing factor to why otherwise successful businesses run out of
cash and fail. It’s the reason many businesses are starved of cash even
when they are making a profit.
The formula for working capital is:
WORKING CAPITAL = CURRENT ASSETS - CURRENT LIABILITIES

Current assets represent cash and bank balances, together with assets
like stock and debtors which are convertible to cash within one year.
Current liabilities are amounts owed by the business which have to be
paid back in the next year.
If working capital is negative, it means that the business is unable to
pay off all its short-term liabilities from its cash or near cash assets. If
it’s positive, it suggests that it can.
But this doesn’t tell the whole story……
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Whose Pocket Is Your Money In?
The thing you need to really get your head around is how the non-cash
component parts of working capital work. You need to fully grasp that
some of these parts increase the business cash you have. Others use up
and absorb your cash. The three parts are:
Stock and Work-InProgress

Things you have purchased
or made, or time you have
spent, which carry a value

Debtors/Accounts
Receivable

Money owed to you

Creditors/Accounts
Payable

Money which you owe to
others

Think about it in terms of cash being in your pocket or in
someone else’s pocket.
With stock and work-in-progress, you have an asset which you can sell
or use yourself at a future date, but you’ve had to pay someone for that
asset. You’ve either paid a supplier or you’ve paid the people who work
for you to produce the item.
Either way, the cash is no longer in your pocket, it’s notionally in
someone else’s. You don’t get hold of that cash until you sell the stock or
invoice the customer for time expended AND collect in the money.
Debtors are people who owe you money. You’ve made a sale and you’re
waiting for the money from your customer to arrive. Until the amount is
paid, the cash is not in your pocket, it’s in the pocket of the person who
is due to pay you.
Creditors are people you owe money to. You’ve bought something, either
a product or a service, but you’ve not yet paid for it. So, at the moment,
the cash is still in your pocket.
Cash in your business pocket (bank account) is good. Your cash in
someone else’s pocket or bank account is bad. It’s as simple as that!!
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Controlling working capital means minimising the time and the value of
cash tied up in stock and debtors while at the same time stretching the
time taken to pay creditors. In reality, if you do the former well, there
should be no need to upset suppliers doing the latter.
Where It All Goes Wrong……
Most sales people think their job is over when they’ve made the sale. It’s
not. Customers will take advantage of you and use the money they owe
your business as a free banking facility for their business if you let
them.
The sad thing is that too many business owners do let them. They make
the sale but then don’t collect in the cash for 60-90 days or more. Don’t
let this be you!
The other area that cash gets tied up is in stock and work-in-progress.
While this remains on your books or in your warehouse, you carry the
risk. The higher the value of stock and work-in-progress you hold, and
the longer the time that you carry it for, the greater that risk becomes.
The risk is of course that you do not convert that value to cash. This
could be through obsolescence, damage, theft etc. Or maybe your major
customer decides that they no longer want to purchase from you, and
you have to offload the whole lot at a discount. Or perhaps the passing
of time makes it impossible to recover contract and time overruns.
The fact is, many businesses tie up too much cash in stock and work-inprogress for too long. Let me give you an example.
I saw a company which had received a customer order for over £100,000.
To satisfy this order, the company needed to subcontract manufacture of
certain items costing some $80,000 to the Far East. It would take four
months to build and ship the items back to the UK, before the company
could make onward delivery to the customer.
The terms stipulated by the Far East manufacturer were cash up front
so the business paid out the $80,000 straight off. No equivalent
arrangement had been agreed with the customer who paid on 60 days.
The salesman hadn’t even thought of having a cash conversation with
the customer. He thought making the sale was all that mattered.
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Net result - the company is out of pocket by $80,000 for 6 months, and
carries all the default and currency risk. You don’t need too many “good”
and “profitable” deals like that to have no cash and no business.
You Need To Understand Your Cash Conversion Cycle
The Cash Conversion Cycle or Working Capital Cycle is all about time.
Specifically the length of time it takes to make, procure, market and sell
a product or service …… AND RECEIVE PAYMENT.
The starting point is normally when you start incurring trading costs
that will eventually lead to a sale. The finishing point is when you have
made the sale and have the customer’s cash in your bank account.
For most businesses the Cash Conversion Cycle is negative
before it is positive. This means that you lay out cash paying
employees and suppliers before you receive settlement from your
customers.
The longer the Cash Conversion Cycle, the greater the cash outlay will
be and the higher your working capital requirement. Therefore your
aim as a business owner should be to make this as short as possible and
get your money in as quickly as possible.
What’s stopping you asking for (at the very least) part payment from
your customer up front when an order is placed? Why not request
regular payments on account for longer projects? Could you reduce the
number of days’ credit you give? Or maybe you just need to start
invoicing promptly and ensure you get paid on the due date.
Bottom line, with proactive working capital management, cash flow
generated will support a company so it can do great things in its
marketplace. More cash always leads to more opportunities.
Improving how working capital is managed is critically important. The
sad fact is however, few CEOs and business owners understand the
underlying fundamentals, or put aside the time to actively manage it.
Finance directors from The FD Group are 'been there, got the T-shirt'
experts in working capital improvement and at managing this cash flow
pillar in fast growing or potentially fast growth companies. It’s what we
do for our clients all the time.
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PILLAR #3 – CUTTING COSTS
The single sure fire way to guarantee you as a business owner don’t run
out of cash in your business is to STOP SPENDING it. Or more
realistically, you need to find ways to spend less.
Most established businesses have excess fat in them – practices and
people that have accumulated over time. These include:
 Resources brought in for a reason but which are no longer
required.
 Expenditure committed to, based on erroneous information or
data.
 Arrangements entered into by the business in order to satisfy the
owner’s personal desire for status or pleasure.
 Spending decisions made too soon on the back of a false dawn
such as one month of record sales which then turns out to be a
blip.
Not spending is the instant route to more profit. Each cost saving you
make feeds straight through to your bottom line. A better bottom line
and less spending will soon lead to you having more cash at the bank.
And in some situations, stopping spending is not simply a question of
boosting short term profitability. The absolute survival of the
business may depend on it.
Where cash outflows regularly exceed cash inflows, and your business is
not far off failure, stopping spending may be your only option. Here your
first step and main priority must be to stabilise business cash flow, the
purpose being to:
 Stop or significantly stem cash leakage.
 Make sure that cash is there for when you need it.
 Buy time to put in place the other cash flow pillars.
Cutting Costs Is The Best ‘Quick Fix’
When you need to improve business profitability fast, it’s far easier to
implement cost savings than to increase turnover. Many costs are
directly under your control. Certainly your cheque book is. This means
you can make immediate decisions and take quick action.
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But business turnaround is something many business owners fail to
understand. When their business is experiencing problems and losing
money, often an owner manager’s first thought is to think of ways to try
to increase turnover and trade out of the situation.
Unfortunately this plan of attack is usually totally unrealistic. More
often than not, it’s exactly because the business is selling less, or has
increased costs without a commensurate rise in revenues, that the
problem was created in the first place.
So a sales focused recovery plan is far less likely to save an ailing
business than setting your sights at a cost reduction strategy.
Nonetheless, implementing cost reduction is not easy. It gives rise to a
number of issues:
1. Cost reduction leads to changes in the work place
Change is always uncomfortable. It creates resistance and
feelings of uncertainty within a business.
2. Cutting costs may involve spending money
You may need to spend cash up front to save money later. How is
this expenditure to be funded?
3. What’s the impact on customers (and suppliers)?
It’s very important that cost savings do not adversely affect
customer service levels.
There is a big challenge in the mind of business owners when it comes
to expense reduction or control. The immediate thought or fear is that
this process of cutting back will inhibit the business in some way.
In fact the opposite is true. By controlling or reducing expenses
you will enhance business performance. You'll have more cash to
play with. Also, unless you take action quickly, reduce costs and stop
haemorrhaging cash, chances are your business hasn’t got long term
prospects anyway!
Cash is the life blood of a business.Think of it this way. If you had a car
accident and were carried into the Accident and Emergency department
of a hospital on a stretcher, would you rather the doctors stop blood
pouring from a ruptured artery or start dealing with your broken leg?
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Common Mistakes When Needing To Cut Costs
Effective cost cutting can’t be done piece meal. It requires a methodical
and well thought out approach to avoid damaging the business.
The most common mistakes I see business owners make when it comes
to cutting costs and stabilising cash are:
1. Leaving the decision to cut costs too late in the hope that things
get better in the meantime.
2. Not cutting costs quickly or deeply enough.
3. Failing to take sufficient personal pain.
In the good times, many business owners create a comfortable lifestyle
built on success. When problems hit, it’s often difficult to adapt when
you are over extended financially, or don’t want to lose face with family
and friends. But can you afford not to?
And Some Final Tips To Keeping Cash In Your Pocket…..
Here are my few final tips to make sure you keep on top of business
costs:
 Always look for the quick wins first. Start with the biggest costs
and cut out spending on non essential items immediately
 Have an ongoing cost management strategy. Make it part of your
company’s culture. Try to change management and employee
mindset around costs.
 Adopt a zero based approach to budgeting. Ask: Why do we need
to spend this money? What’s it adding to the bottom line?
 Make sure you keep the purse strings tight. Take control and,
unless there is a good business case, only spend what you have
already budgeted to spend.
As with anything, a combination of strategies will bring most reward.
So ask yourself: “What costs do I have in my business that are
absorbing cash but not adding to the bottom line?”
Identify those and you’ll quickly add to cash in your pocket.
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PILLAR #4 – INFORMATION &
REPORTING
Have you ever gone into your bedroom at night, curtains drawn and
light switched off. You don’t want to wake your partner but you need to
find something in the darkness?
Arms held straight out in front of you, you reach for walls and other
familiar obstacles to get your bearings. You scrabble around
unsuccessfully. You probably make so much noise that you end up
waking the other person and turning on the light anyway!
Now imagine running a growing business in the dark, meaning there
are parts of your business which you can’t touch and where you have no
control or visibility. You’d want to turn on the light surely?
Yet many business owners choose to run their companies
blind…..
The Entrepreneur’s Mindset
Most entrepreneurs in the early years don’t see finance as a valuable
function within their business. Instead, they see finance as:
 An overhead to do with recording stuff that’s gone on in the past.
It provides little if any benefit to the business.
 A legal requirement of being in business. You have to produce the
numbers to satisfy the tax man and file accounts at the year end.
 Bad news. The finance function often brings the business owner
problems, usually centered round a lack of cash.
 Something that they don’t really understand and frankly aren’t
interested in understanding.
This perception is not helped through the costs which a business incurs
directly related to the finance area.
First, there’s the bookkeeper who can be not much more than a data
entry clerk. Then there’s the external accountant who seemingly
charges you a small fortune for not a lot. Either way, to your mind,
there’s little positive and proactive contribution to making you more
money.
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The consequence of not valuing finance is that no investment is made in
the finance function. This is not helped by two natural human instincts:
1. A lack of trust in others with (your) money.
2. The desire to feel in control.
I’ve come across many companies where the business owner has family
members helping on the finance side. It’s nothing to do with the latter’s
competence in the finance area, everything to do with the fear that a
stranger in the role may mismanage or run off with the money.
Also, we all want to be in control of our destiny. It’s well recorded that
when we feel in control of our lives, even when in reality we’re not, we
as human beings are much happier.
THIS IS WHERE THINGS GO WRONG
“Controlling” finance and putting on the Finance Director “hat” makes
business owners THINK that they are in control of their business. The
reality is very different.
Remember you as a business owner already have two full time jobs you’re the business leader and chief salesman. More than likely, you’ve
never had any finance training. You’re probably a right brain creative
person when finance is a left brain analytical skill. And is numbers
really where your passion lies?
Think of it like spinning plates. You are already busy spinning lots of
plates selling to customers and fulfilling these orders. As the business
grows, there are more and more plates to spin, and orders to process.
You just can’t keep on top of everything.
Inevitably the area that you’ll leave till last is the area you like least.
And if you’re like the business owners I typically meet, that’s finance.
The consequence is that as your business grows - and remember making
sales is your first challenge when starting out in business - an
imbalance occurs between selling and order fulfillment on the one hand,
and finance on the other. This imbalance magnifies over time.
Let me make it totally clear. When your business reaches a size
where you can no longer hands on manage day to day, you
MUST invest in your finance function and control your business
using the information and reporting pillar.
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The Wrong Sort Of Information
The cardinal sin is to run your business with no monthly information.
Many business owners (hopefully not you) rely on their accountant after
the year end to confirm whether the business has made a profit or a
loss.
But that’s too late! And if you do this, it’s costing you cash.
Even if your business produces financial information monthly, chances
are that it’s the wrong sort of information. What I mean by this is
information that is inaccurate and/or doesn’t shine a light where it’s
needed on the business performance.
Two common examples of this are:
1. Push the button syndrome
At the end of the month, the bookkeeper presses a button on the
accounts package and produces a profit and loss account. Top line
sales is in line with expectations but bottom line profit is distorted
by one-off costs or timing differences.
2. “I get my accountant in to do it”
Many accountants offer clients a monthly management accounts
service. This should give you an accurate bottom line figure. But
often unqualified junior staff are used to do the work. Other than
confirming a profit or loss, they tell you nothing about what’s
really happening inside your business.
The Right Sort Of Information
HAVING THE RIGHT INFORMATION LET’S YOU MANAGE
YOUR BUSINESS BY EXCEPTION. What I mean by this is that
your attention is focused only on the areas where the greatest threats
(and the greatest opportunities) lie.
You see, as your business grows, the demands on your time hugely
increase. You just can’t be everywhere at once. And you don’t have
enough time to speak with everyone you’d ideally like to speak to
The fact is, most business owners don’t have an information and
reporting system that draws attention to the areas where they need to
spend most time. This means your scarcest resource, time, is not
focused on the things that really matter.
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The larger your business grows, the more time you have to put in just to
keep on top of everything. Working long hours creates stress and
relationship issues. Cash problems appear seemingly out of the blue and
soon business performance can become an issue too.
Put it this way. Let’s say 90% of your business is functioning normally
and within acceptable parameters of tolerance. But there’s a problem
with the remaining 10%. Where would you want to spend all your time?
It would be on the 10% of course.
So the purpose of the right sort of information and reporting system is
to:
 Monitor the key drivers of business performance/growth.
 Provide reassurance that the majority of your business is working
fine, and therefore needs limited, or no time input from you.
 Identify areas of the business which may require your time. Is
there a real problem or is there a simple explanation?
 Highlight where urgent management action is needed.
 Put you actually in control – and be able demonstrate this control
to others.
An experienced Finance Director from The FD Group will help you to
install effective information and reporting systems in your business and
get your business moving forward. We are all qualified accountants who
have worked at the top of real businesses, not just accountants in an
accountancy practice.
We want to make you money, not take your money. We know you’ve
probably had no accounting training and that your time is valuable. The
real question is: Do you?
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PILLAR #5 – MAXIMISING GROSS
PROFIT
Gross profit is a key number when it comes to generating more cash in
your business. Let me start by explaining exactly what it is and how you
calculate it.
GROSS PROFIT = SALES INCOME LESS DIRECT VARIABLE COSTS

Direct variable costs are costs which, as the name suggests, vary
directly and in proportion to the quantity of sales made.
Say I own a wine shop. I buy wine including carriage/import costs at
£3.06 per bottle and sell it for £6.80 per bottle. In this scenario, my
gross profit is £3.74 per bottle. If I sell 120 bottles, my gross profit is
£448.80 (120 x £3.74). If I sell 240, it will be £897.60 (240 x £3.74).
You can see the proportion that gross profit bears to sales income
remains exactly the same. This proportion is called the Gross Margin or
Gross Profit Percentage which is calculated as follows:
GROSS MARGIN (%) =

GROSS PROFIT
SALES INCOME

x 100

In the simple example given, my gross margin is 55%. For every bottle I
sell I make 55% of the sales price as profit.
Make Sure You Have Enough…..
Having enough gross profit is essential to ensuring you don’t run out of
money. If gross profit is sufficient to cover indirect and fixed costs, your
business will make a profit. If not, it will make a loss.
Indirect costs are things such as marketing costs. These influence what
and how much your business sells. However they are typically difficult
to attribute directly to individual sales transactions.
Most businesses don’t know (and don’t measure) which marketing
activities actually generate the business for them. Because if you knew
that for every (say) £1 you spent on marketing, the business would
make £2 more profit, your marketing budget would be unlimited.
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Not knowing this is the reason why indirect costs such as marketing are
usually treated as fixed costs. In other words the business allocates a
fixed amount per annum in the budget to its marketing.
Fixed costs, also called overheads, are the costs the business incurs
every day, whether or not your business makes a sale. These include
costs such as rent, rates, insurances, heat and light, staff costs,
stationery, telephone, bank interest and charges etc.
Note:

In certain types of business, some of the above costs will be direct variable
costs. For instance in a manufacturing business, employees working on the
production line and the costs of operating the equipment will be treated as
direct costs. In a service business, where time is charged, those employees
providing the service to clients are direct costs.

Fixed costs don’t tend to vary much day-to-day. If they do change, it will
normally be a on a step change basis. This might happen where the
business moves to larger premises or takes on a new employee as a
consequence of growth.
And here’s the importance of maximising your gross profit. It’s
because overhead costs are largely fixed, that every additional £1 gross
profit your business makes will feed right through to the bottom line!
And of course more bottom line profit means more cash……
“So How Do I Maximise Gross Profit?”
The good news is that there are only two ways to increase gross profit in
a business. You need to either:
 Increase the quantities of whatever it is you sell – ie you need to
sell more stuff; or
 Improve the gross margin or gross profit percentage by reducing
the percentage costs attributable to each sale.
Selling more is covered in Cash Flow Pillar #8. So right now, I’m going
to focus on how you can improve your gross margin.
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Improving Your Gross Margin
When you improve gross margin, you make more profit. It’s as simple as
that.
Increasing your gross margin by 2% means that for every £100 of sales,
you have £2 more profit in your pocket. For every £1 million of sales,
you take an extra £20,000.
This is serious money we’re talking about! And here are three ways to
make it happen:
1. Put up your prices.
2. Change the mix of products/services you offer.
3. Reduce your direct variable costs.
Put Up Your Prices
Most (unsuccessful) businesses are resistant to increasing their prices.
Yet it’s by far the easiest and quickest way to bump up your margin.
This reluctance basically comes down to two fear factors: the fear that
the customer will take their business elsewhere; and the fear of
confrontation and rejection. But unless you’re operating in a commodity
market, there are many other things that influence a purchaser’s
buying decision.
Think of the last time you bought anything. Was it purely based on
price? I doubt it. Quality, brand, relationship, reliability, convenience,
speed, after sales service, and trust were probably equally if not more
important.
If you are afraid to put up prices, either you don’t value what
you do, or you haven’t properly conveyed that value to your
customer. The secret to a increasing prices lies in knowing your value
and having strategies to implement the price rise without upsetting
your customer.
Change The Mix Of Products/Services You Offer
Very few businesses sell a single product or service. In reality you will
have a range of products/services which you price according to their
value to the customer or what the market will accept.
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What this means is that you will sell at varying percentage gross
margins. And when all the sales and costs are lumped together, there
will be an overall gross margin. This percentage will be influenced by
how much of each product/service you sell relative to other
products/services.
By actively promoting those which have higher margins and changing
the selling emphasis away from lower margin products/services, you can
dramatically increase not only the percentage margin but also produce a
substantial improvement in business gross profit as a whole.
Reduce Your Direct Variable Costs
Think about how you might reduce variable costs as a percentage of
sales turnover. When was the last time you had a conversation with
your main suppliers about price? Could you go out to tender?
What lower cost alternatives might exist that you haven’t investigated?
Could you get a discount for payment on delivery? What if you bought
less frequently but in larger quantities?
Look at each direct variable cost in detail. Where are savings to be
found?
Know Your Break-Even – Where You Start Making Money

I can’t finish this section without mentioning break-even. Break-even is
the point where the gross profit from sales exactly covers overheads
(indirect variable and fixed overhead and costs). Higher sales and the
business will make a profit; lower sales and it will produce a loss.
To work out your break-even, divide your total fixed overhead and
indirect costs by your average gross margin. So if your business has
monthly overheads averaging £62,000 and a gross margin of 35%, your
break-even monthly sales point is £177,143.
Let’s say you manage to improve the gross margin from 35% to 38%. If
overheads remain unchanged at £62,000, the 3% increase in margin
means either £5,314 profit on sales of £177,143, or a reduced lower
break-even sales point of £163,158. This could be the difference between
staying in business or your company failing.
So if you want more cash in business, gross profit is a great place to
look.
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PILLAR #6 – STRATEGY AND PLANNING
Strategy and planning in a financial sense is about organising the
resources of your business to achieve a desired outcome in the most
direct way. This means getting the result you want for your business in
the shortest time, mindful of cost and other restraints.
The act of planning to achieve business success and maximising the
resultant cash available is not a complicated process. But the way you
go about it in the beginning might be different from how you envisage.
Most business owners don't understand the value of the strategic
planning process. They don’t know how to go about it and they don’t
make time for it. The consequence is they go off course and it takes
longer for them to get to where they want to be, meaning time wasted,
increased cost, missed opportunities and ultimately less cash.
Start With The End In Mind
One of the keys to strategy and planning is knowing where to start. And
the best place to start is NOT with the numbers. In fact one of the
keys to successful strategic planning is not to think about the finances
at all at the beginning of the process.
I know that sounds a bit crazy but I, or any other Finance Director out
there, can't help a business owner significantly until we first know
where the business owner wants to end up.
This is the thinking side of business, the planning and development
side. You’ll either love it or hate it. But there’s no doubt you have to do
it to achieve success and create cash through your business.
Countless studies have shown that businesses and individuals who take
the time to plan and set goals and objectives are significantly more
successful than those who leave their future to chance.
Think about the way you have been managing your business so far. Is it
possible you may not have achieved all the success you wanted through
a lack of focus and direction?
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Are You Aiming High Enough?
It’s a fact that most people aim too low in life. An inability to aim high,
and to think big, will hold you back. The big secret is to aim high - the
higher the better.
But the main reason people fall short of where they want to be is
because they don’t positively visualise their goals. So from now
on, in your own mind's eye, actually picture yourself in the exact
position that you are aiming for. Then put in the stepping stones along
the way.
Make sure you constantly revisit that picture every day.
Be The Person Who Makes Things Happen
Someone once stated everybody in the world could be divided into four
different groups:
 people who make things happen
 people who watch things happen
 people who wonder what happened
 people who tend not to realise anything's happened at all
To be successful in business, you need to be the person who
makes things happen.
And the first part of your financial plan stems from getting back to the
vision of what you want your business to become and the reputation you
want to build for it, before you ever dive into the detail of the numbers.
This is the strategic objective.
From there, work backwards. Draw up the milestones you need to hit to
achieve that goal. Then and only then can you begin to think about how
the business will need to be structured to achieve the cash flow that will
enable everything else you've planned for along the way.
Without goals to excite and drive a business forward, it can’t operate at
or near its true worth or potential. To bring the most out of a
commercial enterprise and make best use of the resources available, it’s
critical to set a course which all stakeholders understand and can get
behind.
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The Business Planning Cycle
Remember that planning is not an objective in itself. To work
effectively, it’s essential that the process is ongoing. The diagram below
shows a typical business planning cycle:

It is essential that you constantly check that you remain on track for
your business goals. Equally that the chosen destinations are still right
for your business.
The purpose of regular monitoring and review is to make sure the
business hasn’t deviated too far. Like a ship in open ocean, your
business will be buffeted by outside influences and pulled by
underwater currents in different directions.
If you leave it too long before reviewing progress, chances are
your business will have been blown well off course.
A process of continuous assessment will ensure that any deviation from
the straight line will be small. This will not only preserve your valuable
business cash, it will lead to you achieving your business goals sooner.
And those goals could include selling your business for enough money to
retire early with time and energy to enjoy the fruits of your labour! For
more on this, see Cash Flow Pillar #9.
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PILLAR #7 – LENDER RELATIONSHIPS
Banks and other lenders are the biggest source of funds for any
business. When you need more cash, your banking relationship
manager is normally one of the first people you call.
Don’t Be A Stranger……
Note carefully the word “Relationship”. A dictionary definition suggests
this comes from making a connection or bond, involving contact and
communication, meeting and developing rapport.
Yet lender relations is an area too often neglected by business
owners. Many can’t even put a name to their business bank manager.
Put it like this. Say you (personally) were short of cash and needed £100
as a favour to bail you out temporarily. Who would you turn to?
If you’re like me, you’d first go to a friend who knows you well; someone
who likes you and trusts you; someone whom you meet regularly for a
coffee and a catch up. They know you’re situation and it’s really not a
big deal to them. They’ll see you again soon enough.
Now instead, what if you called a person you haven’t seen or spoken to
for months, possibly years. They’d be saying: Why is he calling me? Who
else have they tried? Must be a big problem. I’m uncomfortable with
this. I need to know a lot more. When will I get the money back?
Clearly the greatest chance of quickly obtaining money is from
the person you have the best relationship with. Yet in business,
relations with lenders are ignored. Visits from the bank manager are
seen as an interruption. The less you speak with them the better.
Is it surprising then when the banking relationship manager is not
there for you when you need them? They can’t immediately help your
business out of a hole or allow it to move fast on an opportunity.
The fact is they don’t know you and you don’t know them. In effect
you’re a stranger asking for money. Such a relationship won’t get you
the result you want, or if it does, it will take much longer.
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Speaking The Same Language Goes A Long Way……..
Understanding how to communicate, and how to build good business
lender relationships, is vital if you want to solve your finance needs.
You need to know how to talk with bankers and lenders, and how to
present your financial information to them. This is a skill in itself and
not having this skill is the biggest reason why most companies don’t get
the finance they need.
Warren Buffett, the billionaire investor and Sage of Omaha once said:

“You have to understand the nuances of
accounting. It is the language of business.”
The problem as I revealed in Cash Flow Pillar #4 – Information &
Reporting – is that business owners don’t value and don’t invest in the
finance area. So as a rule, they’re not familiar with the language of
business, accounting.
Unfortunately this is the language the lender speaks. So we have an
obvious mismatch.
The consequence of this mismatch, and the lack of a common business
language is that the business owner tends to shy away from contact
with the bank manager, instead of embracing what should be a valuable
and business critical relationship.
Often the owner can’t supply what the bank manager wants. Requests
for cash are made in an inappropriate way. Insufficient supporting
financial information is readily available.
It’s not really surprising that borrowing requests are turned down. This
just puts further distance between the two parties and more pressure on
the relationship.
One way round this is to find the right Finance Director for your
business, perhaps one working part-time. Someone who talks the
language of business fluently will very quickly bridge that gap and fill
in potentially fatal holes in your borrowing plans.
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The Business Case For Borrowing
Most businesses experience short term cash blips from time to time.
This is because they tend to operate close to their banking facilities.
And the reason for this is usually the result of the lack of focus on daily
cash flow.
Operating your business like this leaves you susceptible to events
outside your control. Maybe your biggest customer for once hasn’t paid
you on time, or an unexpected emergency situation has arisen.
Whatever the reason, a great and trusting relationship with your bank
manager will hopefully enable you to steer round these occasional short
term cash potholes.
But the real power of borrowing lies not in papering over
temporary cash flow cracks, but instead in the power of
leverage.
What is leverage? Well essentially it’s using other people’s money to
create a far greater return on your money than you could otherwise
achieve. Let me give you a simple example.
Say I plough £100,000 (all my savings) into starting a new restaurant.
The concept is really successful, the business takes off and I’m making
profit equating to £50,000 per year. This is a 50% return on my
capital/savings.
I would really like to open another restaurant as soon as possible. But it
will take me two year’s profits to save up the £100,000 I need for fit out
costs and start up expenses. How can I speed up the process?
What if I can take out a loan for £80,000 repayable over 5 years with
interest of 10%. Since this rate is lower than my return on capital
(50%), I can afford the borrowing costs of £8,000 in the first year and
meet the repayments. It also means I only have to find £20,000 myself.
Provided I can find a lender willing to finance the transaction, and can
demonstrate to that lender the business case and the restaurant’s
ability to repay, I can open the new restaurant almost immediately.
This process should be repeatable as long as returns on borrowing
exceeds the cost. But leverage does carry risk. The more you leverage
for greater returns, the higher the risk your business is exposed to.
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Five Rules For Great Lender Relationships
Here are five rules to ensure lender relationships work for your
business:
1. See your lender when you don’t need money
Develop the relationship. Make a friend. Let them get to know
you and understand your business. Keep them regularly updated.
2. Show yourself as in control
Always have up to date management information. Be able to
explain variances between actual and forecast numbers.
3. Make sure there are no surprises
It’s all about (your) management of (their) expectations and giving
confidence. Communicate unexpected events. Keep your promises.
4. Always tell the truth
Tell both the good news and the bad. Don’t stick your head in the
sand. The lender is there to help you, not to shut you down.
5. Think twice before jumping to another lender
Remember your existing lender knows you best. A change of
relationship is not always in your better interests. A change of the
manager you deal with could be another option.
Regular communication and showing you have a strong handle on your
finances is the best way to transform your lender relations. Your lender
will feel a sense of security, with the result that your company will be
rewarded with more attractive financing arrangements
........ AND AT LESS COST.
And Finally
Remember your relationship manager is not only responsible for your
business. Chances are they will be looking after 50 to 150 other
businesses and business owners just like you.
The best relationship managers will recognise opportunities to make
valued business connections and introductions for their customers.
As with any friendship, there’s much more to great lender relationships
than just being there for you when you need some money!
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PILLAR #8 – GROW YOUR TOP LINE
One of the main objectives for most people starting a business is to
make money.
The amount of cash that a business produces over time will be the direct
result of profits made. Profit should ultimately always turn into cash, so
the more profit your business can make the better.
The Two Ways To Increase Profit
So if you want more cash, your business needs to find ways to make
more profit. And here’s the good news. There are only two ways to
increase profit. The first is to reduce cost. The second is to grow
sales.
Sounds simple doesn’t it?
As I explained in Cash Flow Pillar #3, the quickest way to increase
profit, and stop cash leakage in a business is to remove costs. However
this approach has its limitations:
1. The upside profit potential is restricted to the total cost there is in
the first place.
2. Cutting costs beyond a certain point will damage your business.
With static sales revenues, you can only reduce costs so far. Clearly you
can’t remove all costs or your business would stop very quickly. But cost
cutting in essential business areas for any prolonged length of time will
also start to adversely affect trading.
So while reduction of cost is undoubtedly the best short term fix for
profit and cash flow improvement, the upside is capped. It is sales
growth therefore that gives the greater potential for maximising
business wealth.
The Three Pronged Approach To Increasing Sales
There are people out there who know much more about selling than me.
I’m an accountant after all! That said, sales and marketing is an area
which interests me greatly in my own business. My bookcase is stuffed
with books by eminent marketing and sales ‘gurus’ such as Jay
Abraham, Brian Tracy, Dan Kennedy and Richard Denny.
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If you don’t spend any time reading books written by the most
successful exponents of business, you need to start right now.
When it comes to increasing sales, there’s no doubt that using the power
of numbers in your business is an essential component of business
success. You may have heard the expression:
“What you can’t measure, you can’t manage”
I can’t stress how important this is. If you’re not measuring what you do
in all areas of your business, you are giving away cash. In fact, your
business will never achieve anywhere near its potential without you
doing this.
Thankfully there’s only three numbers you need to grow to increase
sales:
1. The size of your customer base
The number of different people who buy from you
2. The average order value
The amount (on average) a customer spends with you each time
he buys or orders
3. The frequency of purchase
The number of times the customer comes back to place new and
repeat orders with you.
Every strategy you can think of for increasing sales can be categorised
under one of the above three headings.
Note:

Some sales experts talk about a fourth number – Increase the period of
customer retention, the length of time that a customer remains a customer.
This is an important matter for you to consider as it will increase the life time
value of that customer to your business. However, the effect of keeping a
customer longer will simply be to increase the number of people buying from
you in a given future period as per (1) above

Think of it as if you were running a supermarket.
First you want to get more people coming in to your shop. Then you
want to get them spending more, by putting more goods and more
expensive items in their shopping baskets. And lastly you want to find
ways to attract them back to the shop more often.
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The easiest category to influence is Average Order Value. You could put
up your prices; you could introduce or influence customers to buy a more
expensive product; you could bundle different products together to
encourage them to spend more.
Usually the most difficult category to increase is the Number of
Customers, getting a stranger to buy. In practice, increasing sales is not
the result of implementing a single strategy. It will be a combination of
strategies that will make the real difference.
Imagine you have a business with 200 customers, spending £1,500 on
average, purchasing twice a year. Total sales would be £600,000.
No. of
Customers

Avge Order
Value (£)

Frequency of
Purchase

Total
Sales (£)

200

£1,500

x2

£600,000

If you increase any single variable above by 10%, sales will rise by 10%
to £660,000. But what if you and your team worked out ways you might
increase each variable by 10%. What would happen then?
No. of
Customers

Avge Order
Value (£)

Frequency of
Purchase

Total
Sales (£)

220

£1,650

x 2.2

£798,600

The effect of adding 10% to each variable results in sales growth not of
30%, but of 33.1%. But the really exciting bit is in the bottom line.
Say your starting position was a gross margin was 45% with overheads
of £200,000 giving net profit of £70,000 (£600,000 x 45% - £200,000).
Even if your margin is unchanged and your overheads have increased
by 20% to £240,000, your net profit now is £119,370 (£798,600 x 45% £240,000).
This represents a 70.5% increase in net profit!
Now do you think it’s worth spending time brainstorming strategies to
increase your sales? Ultimately this pillar for generating cash has no
ceiling, other than your ability to deliver value to your customers.
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PILLAR #9 – SELLING YOUR BUSINESS
Let’s look into the future. You’ve successfully implemented Cash Flow
Pillars #1 to #8. Business is good and cash flow is great. What now?
At the back of most business owners’ minds is the question: How long do
I want to continue doing this? This thought can remain undisturbed for
years. But sooner or later, it’s something you must actively consider.
Unless you’re a serial entrepreneur, for the majority of people the act of
selling their business is a one-off. But the exit, when it happens, has the
potential to produce a sum of cash that is life changing.
It’s the biggest single business decision you’re ever likely to
make.
Planning For An Exit
A past study1 estimated that 100,000 UK businesses close every year as
a result of succession failure. Smaller businesses are identified at
greatest risk for three reasons:
 Lack of formal succession planning.
 Few managers internally able to take over the business.
 They are run as a lifestyle businesses by the owner.
(1

SBS (2004):Passing the Baton: Encouraging Successful Business Transfers)

To ensure this doesn’t happen to your business, and to maximise the
cash arising on the sale, you need to start the planning process in plenty
of time, ideally at least two years ahead.
If the business is currently dependent on you, you need to think hard as
to how you gradually remove yourself from the business. Or maybe you
still want future involvement but realise that it’s time for you to step
away from the helm if the business is to continue to grow.
Turning years of toil into hard cash is attractive. Your role in achieving
this is to make your business look as appealing as possible to potential
purchasers. Therefore put yourself in their shoes. See it through their
eyes.
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Creating Maximum Value
It’s always worth remembering that you and a potential purchaser will
be coming to the table with completely opposite objectives on price.
You are looking to sell the business for at least what you think it’s
worth. Prospective purchasers for their part are looking for a bargain,
and will be trying to spend as little as they can get away with.
Remember, not everyone will be as excited about your business as you
are. Perceptions of value differ. Your job is to minimise the gap between
the cash which you’d like to sell your business for, and the price that a
third party is prepared to pay.
Don’t be fooled by valuations placed on your business by sales and
transfer agents pitching for the work. These are normally inflated by an
over eager desire to win your custom. You will almost certainly be
disappointed.
There are seven key drivers of value when it comes to selling
your business:
1. Level of past profits
Most business sales give weight to historic earnings of the
business. Past profit is usually a good guide to future profit.
Valuations of a business are often based around a profit multiple.
2. Future prospects
While the past is a guide, it’s what will happen after the
acquisition that really matters to the purchaser. In a perfect
world, the price today should represent the discounted sum of
future cash flows.
3. Quality and completeness of information
Is the purchaser happy, that there is total clarity over the affairs
of the business being bought? Does the seller have all the data
required to make an informed decision about the business
circumstances?
4. Degree of certainty
The purchaser will make an assessment of the risks attaching to
the transaction. The seller’s job is to reassure and allay any fears
by making full and frank disclosure of any skeletons in the
cupboard.
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5. Position of the purchaser
The eventual price will be influenced by the situation of the
purchaser. A sale to management can mean a lower price and
deferred consideration. In contrast, a trade sale can produce
economies and savings justifying a much higher exit value.
6. Number of competing bidders
What we’re talking about here is the law of supply and demand.
The more parties interested in buying your business, the higher
the price you are likely to achieve.
7. Strategic fit with purchaser
A purchaser eying your business strategically may sometimes pay
well over the odds to achieve a strategic objective, for example to
establish a presence in a new market, or take out a competitor.
The Cash Flow Pillars discussed in this report can significantly
impact these drivers and exit sale price achieved.
An improvement in profitability of £100,000 through cutting costs or
maximizing gross profit prior to a sale, could add at least £500,000 to
the business sales price.
Poor management information or a track record of falling short of
budget could result in a substantial discount on the price costing you
millions. This is completely avoidable with adequate investment and
expertise in the finance area.
Pick Your Advisers Carefully
Not unconnected with the above, is the quality of advisers you choose.
Here what you are looking for is the ability to:
 Get your business in fantastic shape prior to a sale.
 Portray your business in the best possible light.
 Structure the transaction to work in your favour.
 Ensure resultant tax liabilities to you are minimised.
 Attract plenty of interest and prospective purchasers.
 Negotiate the best deal on your behalf.
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There’s no doubt selling your business is an expensive exercise. You’ll be
horrified at the transaction fees which sales transfer agents and
transaction advisers quote to you. But these are normally negotiable,
and at least partly tied in to the final sale price achieved.
But choosing the right advisers should not be a decision based on cost.
Making an incorrect choice here could mean you end up receiving
considerably less cash, possibly millions of pounds.
Cash Now or Cash Later
In arriving at an agreed sale price, there will be a discussion around
payment terms. As the seller, you will want to receive all the money on
completion of the sale. The buyer may seek to defer a substantial
portion of the sale price linked to future business performance.
As ever there is a trade-off to be had. Accept a lower price with the
certainty of payment now. Or be prepared to wait for a higher sum long
haul, with the associated risk, if payment is deferred.
Cash up front is obviously the safest bet. Who knows what is going to
happen to your business when you’re no longer there. Also no-one can
completely predict what the future holds.
Markets can change very quickly. There are numerous examples of
business owners selling out in exchange for shares in the acquiring
company which then went belly up and became worthless.
What Do You Want From Life?
As a final thought, don’t let a rose tinted valuation of your business stop
you getting on with things you’d like to do and places you’d like to visit.
Consider your current situation long and hard. You’re not getting any
younger. Health problems can strike without warning. Business has a
habit of getting in the way of quality time to enjoy with loved ones.
How much cash do you actually need to live the life you want?
If you know you can sell your business for this amount right now, what’s
to stop you acting on this Cash Flow Pillar tomorrow?
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WRAP UP
I hope this Cash Flow Pillars report has given you many great ideas to
bring more cash into your business and ultimately into your pocket.
I’ve certainly enjoyed writing it as I know it will make a massive
difference to your life. I promise you the nine cash generation strategies
I’ve just set out do work. They are exactly what you need to take your
business to the next level and beyond.
To help you accelerate this process, I’ve introduced a special ‘Cash
Injection’ meeting. This is FREE to all qualifying business owners who
want to find more cash for their business.
To book your free meeting please get in touch with me directly by email
trevor.wilson@theFDgroup.co.uk or calling 07989 973710.
What have you got to lose?
Above all, I wish you all the success in the future, and if there is
anything else I or any of my fellow FD’s at The FD Group can do to help
you in the pursuit of your business growth, please don't hesitate to get in
touch
Thank you.
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